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Abstract
This paper surveys the history and the current state of tool support
for modelling with the PEPA stochastic process algebra and the PEPA
nets modelling language. We discuss future directions for tool support
for the PEPA family of languages.
1 Introduction
The PEPA stochastic process algebra [1] is a small modelling language which
is used to express models of systems which are composed of cooperating
components which undertake timed activities either individually or in co-
operation with other components. Constraints on the nature of the timing
information (exponentially distributed random delays) mean that a PEPA
model defines a Continuous-Time Markov Chain. The analysis of a PEPA
model proceeds by deriving its underlying Markov chain and solving this
to find the long-run probability of the states of the chain. The states of
the chain are in one-to-one correspondence with the states of the deriva-
tion graph of a PEPA process as specified by the operational semantics of
the language so information about the long-run behaviour of the CTMC
translates directly to information about the PEPA model from which it was
derived.
The benefit of using a high-level description language for Markov mod-
elling is that it is possible to implement tools to automate the process of
deriving the CTMC from the high-level model. The first tool which we
implemented for PEPA did exactly this, and this tool was the PEPA Work-
bench [2]. The PEPA Workbench was implemented in Standard ML [3],
partly because it is a beautiful programming language, and partly because
we thought that this might facilitate interoperation with other process alge-
bra tools and verification platforms such as the Concurrency Workbench [4]
and HOL/ML [5]. In fact, we never connected the PEPA Workbench to
either of these tools and this remains a missed opportunity to this day.
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The ML edition of the PEPA Workbench exported its results as the in-
finitessimal generator matrices of CTMC, represented in the matrix formats
used by numerical computing platforms such as Maple, Matlab and Math-
ematica. This format had the advantage that it was human-readable and
even outside the Workbench the PEPA modeller worked with high-level data
structures such as sparse matrices and vectors without having to deal with
the concrete data structures which were used to implement these.
Having even modest tool support available allowed us and others [6, 7, 8]
to solve meaningful models of realistic applications. However, some mod-
ellers wanted to make more detailed models still and more detail equates
to more states in the system and in the underlying Markov chain. One de-
velopment in the PEPA tools came about because the ML edition, together
with Maple, was unable to solve Robert Holton’s robotic workcell model [9]
quickly enough to generate an acceptable set of experimental plots. For this
reason we modified the PEPA Workbench to interoperate with an external
solver written in C [10].
This set the pattern for much of the PEPA tool development which was to
follow; we would use a simple high-level tool to gain experience and insights
and then extend this to a better engineered tool later. The ML edition of
the PEPA Workbench is still used in this way, as a testbed for extensions of
the PEPA language such as PEPA nets [11] and for new algorithms [12].
At this time a number of users were using the PEPA Workbench on a
number of platforms (Solaris, Linux and Windows) and at the same time
the ML language was undergoing a significant revision (from SML’90 [13] to
SML’97 [3]). In addition, Graham Clark had implemented some additional
PEPA tools such as the PEPAroni simulator in Pizza [14], an extension
of Java. The development of the Pizza compiler was then discontinued in
favour of GJ [15], meaning that something had to be done with PEPAroni
also. For these reasons we decided to port the PEPAWorkbench to Java [16].
In addition we incorporated transient solution facilities [17] as well as the
PEPAroni simulation capabilities [18].
The Java edition of the PEPA Workbench became a vehicle for exper-
imentation also. The Java language is supported by an enormous set of
libraries and APIs. Some of these have no equivalents in Standard ML and
so some experimental extensions are easier to implement in the Java edition
than in the ML edition of the workbench. One example of this would be the
extension of the workbench to interoperate with Argo/UML [19] whereby
UML state machines encoded in XMI format can be loaded onto the work-
bench and solved. This depends on an XML parsing package which is native
to Java, but not to Standard ML.
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2 Analysis Tools
Of course, generating the CTMC underlying a PEPA model, and finding
its steady state probability vector is rarely, if ever, the objective of PEPA
modelling. Formal tool support for querying performance models is an area
which has received little attention until recently, despite its practical im-
portance. Whilst some effort has been applied in this direction for PEPA
models, it remains an area in which we see much scope for future work.
At the most basic level the modeller wishes to construct a reward struc-
ture over the state space of the CTMC, to be used in conjunction with the
steady state probability vector to derive performance measures. For steady
state measures the reward structure is a vector recording a “reward” for
each state, although for many state the reward value will be zero. Thus the
problem becomes one of identifying the appropriate set of states to attach a
non-zero reward to. Clearly, when the CTMC arises from a stochastic pro-
cess algebra model we prefer to characterise the state at the process algebra
level. PEPA analysis tools have been developed which tackle this problem
in two distinct ways.
2.1 The PEPA State Finder
The PEPA State Finder is intended to be used with the ML edition of the
PEPA Workbench. It identifies subsets of states using regular expression
pattern matching, applied to the table of PEPA expressions which make up
the state of the model. Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the syntactic forms of the PEPA process as it evolves and the states
of the CTMC. The Workbench maintains a table recording this correspon-
dence, and usig regular expression pattern matching the PEPA State Finder
is able to extract the states of interest. For example, it is possible to use an
expression such *|(next,r).* to return the state numbers of all the sate in
which the second component enables a (next, r) activity. This could then be
used to construct a reward structure suitable for calculating the throughput
of next in the second component: the value r is placed in the reward vector
at each position corresponding to a (numerical) state found by the PEPA
State Finder.
2.2 PMLµ
A more sophisticated means of specifying rewards is described in Graham
Clark’s PhD thesis [20], and developed around the stochastic logic PMLµ.
Inspired by the probabilistic model logic of Laren and Skou, PML [21], PMLµ
is able to differentiate PEPA terms which perform the same activities but
at different rates. The key to this is a modification to Hennessy-Milner
logic in which the diamond operator becomes decorated with a rate. The
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semantics of an expression in the logic is a subset of states, and thus logical
expressions may be used, in conjunction with a value, to specify a reward
structure. Graham Clark extended the ML edition of the PEPA Workbench
to include support for PMLµ and associated reward structures [20].
3 Interoperation with other tools
The new pattern of working with the PEPA tools is to connect them to,
or build them into, existing tools for performance modelling. This section
recounts three such efforts, all of which are still ongoing.
3.1 PEPA and Mo¨bius
Because the Mo¨bius modelling framework [22] is both a multi-formalism and
multi-paradigm modelling tool it was an ideal place to begin integrating
PEPA with another, distinctly different, modelling tool [23]. When working
with a custom tool such as the PEPA Workbench, the goal is very clear: it
is to produce a correct implementation of the PEPA language. Deviations
of the PEPA Workbench from the PEPA semantics are simply errors which
need to be fixed. The unexpected effect of integrating PEPA into Mo¨bius
was that not only was PEPA support built into Mo¨bius but Mo¨bius features
were built into the version of PEPA which was implemented in Mo¨bius. The
reason for this was that it then became possible to share variables between
components modelled in PEPA and components implemented in another
Mo¨bius formalism, such as SANs.
Building support for PEPA directly in another tool has the advantage
that the language is supported efficiently, without additional overheads im-
posed by translation from one representation into another. However, it has
the implementation cost that the implementor must be familiar not only
with the concepts of the host tool but also with their representation in data
structures and algorithms. This means that although this approach can
produce very good results it can do so at relatively high cost.
3.2 PEPA and PRISM
We next progressed to a lighter-weight, component-based method where we
attempted to work with a relatively loose coupling between the language
and the host solver. This was the approach when we produced a binding
for the PEPA language in the PRISM [24] probabilistic model checker. This
proceeded in two stages. Firstly, Dave Parker and Gethin Norman extended
the PRISM model checker to support PEPA’s combinators (parallel and hid-
ing). Then an existing PEPA tool, the PEPA-to-Ada translator [25], was
adapted to form the PEPA-to-PRISM Compiler. This involved re-targeting
the compiler to generate as its output format the reactive modules language
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supported by PRISM, including the extension to the PEPA modelling con-
structs.
One aspect of this work which came as a surprise was the extent to
which one could have small, but problematic, mismatches between one mod-
elling language and another. One of the most obvious is that PEPA defines
synchronisation between active participants (via apparent rates [1]) differ-
ently from PRISM (the rate of the synchronised activity is the product of
the rates of the participants in the synchronisation). For this reason the
PEPA-to-PRISM compiler implements a static check to detect active/active
synchronisation and to fault any model which uses it.
This method of working with PEPA models requires a significant degree
of expertise on the part of the modeller, because errors in evaluation can
occur right from the PEPA parser through PEPA-to-PRISM and PRISM
down to CUDD [26], the BDD library which provides MTBDD data struc-
tures and algorithms to PRISM. Even if errors do not occur in translation
still to achieve the best performance from the solver it is necessary to know
how to configure both PRISM and CUDD which means that this method is
best suited to experienced modellers only.
3.3 PEPA, IPC and Dnamaca
A recent development in the PEPA tools is Jeremy Bradley’s ipc (The Im-
perial PEPA Compiler). The ipc tool translates an input PEPA model into
the Petri net notation provided by Will Knottenbelt’s Dnamaca tool [27].
Translating a process algebra model into a Petri net might seem a rather
strange thing to do but we can now view PEPA as a sublanguage of the
PEPA nets modelling language and then translating a coloured high-level
Petri net into an uncoloured classical net seems a much more familiar activ-
ity. In fact, Dnamaca would be an excellent target for PEPA nets because
of its native support for priorities, which are available in PEPA nets but not
in PEPA.
The ipc tool supports the PEPA language comprehensively. Apparent
rates are supported, as are anonymous components. These are two advan-
tages over the PEPA-to-PRISM compiler, and a richer class of PEPA models
can be analysed by ipc/Dnamaca as a result.
In one other important respect, ipc provides more comprehensive PEPA
support than comparable tools because it also translates PMLµ formulae into
the Dnamaca specification language. The Dnamaca specification language
is a classical Petri net logic allowing specification formulae to quantify the
number of tokens in the places of the net and thereby identify states and
sets of states within the reachable state space of the model.
Via ipc, the unique solution capabilities of Dnamaca become available
and because of this it is possible to efficiently perform passage time analysis
over PEPA models.
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4 Tools for PEPA nets
The PEPA nets modelling language extends PEPA by using PEPA com-
ponents as the tokens of a high-level coloured Petri net. The PEPA nets
formalism is considerably newer than the PEPA stochastic process algebra
and consequently tool support is less extensively developed.
4.1 The PEPA Workbench for PEPA nets
Our first tool to support PEPA nets was an extension of the ML edition
of the PEPA Workbench, as might have been expected. As a high-level
programming language with strong support for compile-time checking of
programs, Standard ML was an excellent choice for the implementation
language for the first PEPA nets tool. The PEPA nets semantics look simple
on the page but they proved to be a challenge to implement both efficiently
and correctly.
The changes to the PEPA Workbench involved changes to the parser
and the internal data structure for representing components, and most sig-
nificantly, the derivation function for next-step derivatives. This is now
considerably more complex than in the PEPA case because of the inter-
play between transitions of tokens and firings of the net, together with the
intervention of priorities on firings.
4.2 The PEPA net compiler
Because our experience with connecting PEPA to other modelling tools had
been a positive one it became evident that we could continue this by com-
piling a PEPA net down to a PEPA model (and then analysing this with
Mo¨bius, PRISM or ipc/Dnamaca). Direct compilation from a PEPA net
into the native format of the host tool would be preferable but translation
into PEPA provided us with an opportunity to at least investigate some of
the issues involved without all of the additional complexity of unexpected
interactions with the modelling language of the host tool, which is typically
less familiar to us than our own languages.
PEPA stochastic process algebra models have no notion of context, nor
any capacity to move components from one context to another, and therefore
cannot express the concept of dynamically varying communication structure.
The task performed by the PEPA net compiler is then to remove all of the
mobility from the PEPA net by making components’ behaviour depend on
location. This is achieved by expanding the definition of the tokens of the net
replicating local state behaviours and customising these for each cell which
the token may visit. (Cells are the storage areas for tokens in a PEPA net.
A net may have many places and each place may have many cells.)
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In the worst case—when there is only a single class of token, all to-
kens can travel to all of the places of the net, and the net has no static
components—the resulting PEPA model is n times larger than the input
PEPA net, where n is the number of cells in the net.
By chaining the PEPA nets compiler together with the PEPA compila-
tion tools we have been able to solve PEPA net models of significant size.
4.3 DrawNET
One putative advantage of the PEPA nets modelling language over PEPA is
that it has an accessible graphical syntax. As a result it seemed worthwhile
to implement a graphical editor for PEPA nets. Together with Marco Grib-
audo we configured the generic DrawNET tool for PEPA nets, including
PEPA as a sublanguage [28].
DrawNET provides interactive consistency checking of models while they
are being edited and saves models in XML format for easy parsing and
conversion into other concrete syntaxes, with subsequent compilation as
above.
5 Availability
The PEPA Workbench and related tools are available from the PEPA Web
site at www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/pepa. Mo¨bius is available from the University of
Illinois at www.crhc.uiuc.edu/PERFORM/mobius-software.html. PRISM
is available from www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~dxp/prism/. ipc is available from
www.doc.ic.ac.uk/ipc/. The Dnamaca and DrawNET tools are available
from their authors.
6 Conclusions
Despite the difficulty of the approach, and the possibility of errors through-
out the process, linking the PEPA tools to external solvers such as PRISM
and Dnamaca provided orders of magnitude improvements in solution power
over the capabilities of the native PEPA tools. For this reason, this seems
like a very profitable avenue for future tool development. Connecting other
front-ends such as DrawNET or Argo/UML would provide a high-level di-
agrammatic syntax which might appeal to other users. The role of PEPA
in this work is to function as an intermediate language, forming a mid-
dle ground between unrelated tools such as DrawNET and PRISM. There
remains much which can still be achieved in this way and there is great
potential to go forward.
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